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nostradamus documented his prophecies in the form of quatrains, or four-lined stanzas, from which this book is taken. each quatrain is called a "vision", usually paired with a date for reference. nostradamus wrote almost 800 such visions. some of these prophecies have come true or are happening now, as he predicted, others are predictions of future events that have not yet happened. many of nostradamus' prophecies deal with the political developments and other events in his day and the following century, or to certain individuals. other quatrains are intended to warn the reader of current events. some of nostradamuss predictions are as cryptic as the verses in this book. nostradamus provides few hints to help the reader decipher his prophecies. some verses are written in italian; others are in french. sometimes the vision is written in latin, a language spoken by educated people at the time, though most of the quatrains
come from his native french. nostradamus described himself as a physician and astrologer. in fact, he never held a medical degree. he spent most of his life in the southern french town of saint-piere-sous-moulon, where he treated the sick and consulted with the town s sorcier, or wise man, to interpret dreams. he also studied medicine in order to understand the plague. he died in 1566. the exact date of his death is not known. his death came after a minor stroke, a fever and pneumonia. despite his illness, he began working on the prophecies after his release. he finished the book, but was unable to publish it.
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at the age of 80, nostradamus died on the 23rd of june 1566. his posthumous reputation spread rapidly throughout europe. he was cited by the rulers of the time, especially king henry ii of france, who gave nostradamus a posthumous place of honour in the royal household. according to legend, nostradamus was buried in a coffin carved with images of the planets, the
seven deadly sins and seven years of the apocalypse. it is said that there is a secret cavity in the coffin, reserved for the third secret of nostradamus. mankind has always been fascinated by nostradamus and his predictions. even today, the british public continue to spend heavily on "nostradamus" memorabilia and every year an estimated million people visit his grave.

nostradamus' predictions did not come out of nowhere. in the renaissance, astrological signs were not only predictive but magical and could be used to bring about specific events. according to nostradamus, the first verse of the book of revelations (14:3) was a description of the end of the world he believed would occur in 1566. nostradamus had a background in astrology
and seems to have picked up this version of events, combined with biblical predictions, from his first-hand experience with plague victims. nostradamus also predicted that he would die in 1566; one of his sons died a year before nostradamus' death in 1566. nostradamus' wife anne died in 1560, and his youngest daughter in 1574. nostradamus died on april 6, 1566, and
his last prediction was published two days later. he predicted that the effects of the plague would not be confined to france; it would spread to italy and other european nations. he also predicted that the famine would be even more severe, which came true as the grain markets skyrocketed in europe. he said the people would complain, "how can we live on a bread-line?"

and he warned, "and how can i control my anger?" his predictions have come true. 5ec8ef588b
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